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[Posted: September 21, 2017—9:30 AM EDT]  Global equity markets are mixed this morning.  

The EuroStoxx 50 is up 0.5% from the last close.  In Asia, the MSCI Asia Apex 50 closed 

relatively unchanged from the prior close.  Chinese markets were down, with the Shanghai 

composite down 0.2% and the Shenzhen index down 0.8%.  U.S. equity index futures are 

signaling a higher open.   

 

Financial markets are consolidating after yesterday’s Fed meeting, which we will discuss below.  

The key takeaway is the dollar’s rally.  In the Asset Allocation Weekly published on Friday (see 

gray section below), we analyzed the case for a weaker dollar; it rests on the fact that the dollar is 

already overvalued as the currency markets discounted tighter Fed policy much earlier than other 

markets.  Still, it appears the Fed’s decisions yesterday did stall the dollar’s recent weakness.  

Here is what we are following this morning: 

 

Fed recap: The financial markets took a hawkish tone to the FOMC decision.  Market 

expectations had been for a tradeoff of balance sheet reduction in place of rate hikes.  In other 

words, Chair Yellen would placate the hawks on the committee by reducing the balance sheet 

instead.  However, that isn’t what was offered.  Instead, the FOMC has mostly maintained its 

plan to raise rates. 
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Yesterday’s average estimates are shown in the large light blue dots.  The forecasts from the 

FOMC members are mostly consistent with June.  In fact, they are a bit dovish in the out years.  

However, market expectations had been shifting to no change in rates this year.  That estimation 

shifted sharply in light of the FOMC report.  Looking at the chart below, the black line shows the 

probability of a hike from fed funds futures relative to no change, shown in blue.  Note that 

expectations of a hike rose initially after the last meeting then steadily edged lower.  We have 

been seeing a steady shift in expectations toward a hike since early September and it jumped to 

over 67% in light of yesterday’s comments.  We will see if the June/September pattern repeats 

itself, or if the expectations hold for a hike in December.   

 

 
(Source: Bloomberg) 

 

The other issue worth noting is that inflation expectations haven’t changed.  The FOMC is still 

projecting a core PCE of nearly 2.0% by 2019 and throughout the rest of the forecast period.  

Current core PCE is 1.4%.  The projected rate hikes with 2% inflation will bring the real rate to 

zero by the end of next year and positive thereafter.  However, if core PCE does not increase as 

expected and rates continue to rise, the projected rate of real fed funds will turn quite positive.  

The red line on the chart below shows the projected path of real fed funds using the FOMC 

assumptions.  Usually an upward move of 400 bps from the low in the cycle triggers a recession.  

Given that the low was established in early 2012 at near -2.0%, the projected path would put us 

dangerously close to recession territory.  Of course, the FOMC’s projection of inflation may end 

up being correct and the red line is too high by 40 bps; if that occurs, the concern is lessened.  

However, we have little confidence that the Fed’s projections of inflation will be right as the 

track record is less than stellar. 
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An additional concern is the balance sheet shrinkage.  Although the jury remains out as to the 

actual impact of QE, the risks of a policy mistake rise if reducing the balance sheet ends up 

having the effect of tightening policy.  As we have seen in the above dots chart, promising is one 

thing—doing is another.  The FOMC may not tighten as much as expected; in fact, in 2014, the 

terminal rate was expected to reach 4%.  That expectation has clearly changed.  But, based on 

what we saw yesterday, the path of policy tightening still appears to be on track. 

 

Other central banks demur: Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) Governor Lowe indicated that 

his central bank is not necessarily prepared to follow the Fed in raising rates.  BOJ Governor 

Kuroda indicated the same thing.  In general, we have seen veiled “beggar thy neighbor” 

currency policies throughout the world since 2008.  Although no central banker wants to directly 

say his/her nation is deliberately trying to weaken a nation’s currency, they also don’t seem to 

welcome depreciation.  In light of recent dollar weakness, it appears that other central bankers 

are likely to avoid the hint of hawkishness that would prevent their currencies from weakening.  

In later parts of Lowe’s comments, he did warn that rates would need to rise, but that sentiment 

was lost when he indicated a tightening Fed wouldn’t necessarily trigger tightening from the 

RBA. 

 

China downgraded: S&P downgraded China’s sovereign debt to A+ from AA-, five months 

after Moody’s cut China’s rating to A1 from Aa3.  Both cited high debt levels for the 

downgrades and changed their outlooks to stable after the adjustments.  In reality, China’s 

sovereign debt is not widely held outside of China so this downgrade won’t mean anything 

significant to interest rates.  Nevertheless, the downgrade does come at an inopportune time for 

General Secretary Xi with the CPC Congress next month. 
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SEC hacked: The SEC reported that its EDGAR reporting system was hacked last year and 

information gained may have been used for insider trading.  Essentially, hackers would have 

gotten advance information of official filings before the public, which would have been quite 

valuable.   

 

South Korea at odds: President Trump, PM Abe and South Korean President Moon are 

expected to meet on the sidelines at the UN General Assembly this week.  Trump and Abe have 

been pressing for military action against North Korea.  Moon does not want this to happen.  

Essentially, Moon fears that South Korea would face the brunt of a retaliatory attack from North 

Korea if the U.S. tries to militarily neutralize Kim’s nuclear and missile program.  Moon is 

probably correct.  North Korea has massed artillery along the 38° parallel and would likely strike 

Seoul with a devastating conventional barrage.  Worse yet, North Korea has a large arsenal of 

chemical weapons that would cause massive casualties.  Thus, South Korea is more willing to 

live with a nuclear-armed North Korea and wants its own nuclear weapons to act as a deterrent.  

This solution is much less attractive to the U.S. and Japan.  The latter two are not threatened by 

North Korea’s conventional forces but are at risk to nuclear weapons on missiles.  We don’t 

know to what lengths Moon would go to prevent an American attack on Pyongyang; would he 

not allow U.S. troops in South Korea to engage in a conflict, or close South Korean airspace and 

sea boundaries to U.S. military assets?  It is hard to see how the U.S. could conduct effective 

operations against the North without South Korean cooperation.  At the same time, it is hard to 

see how President Trump would stand down and not protect the U.S. from a rogue nuclear power 

just because South Korea objects.  We note the White House has announced the president will 

make a statement on North Korea this afternoon.  We will await his comments.     

 

Energy recap: U.S. crude oil inventories rose 4.6 mb compared to market expectations of a 3.0 

mb increase.   
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This chart shows current crude oil inventories, both over the long term and the last decade.  We 

have added the estimated level of lease stocks to maintain the consistency of the data.  As the 

chart shows, inventories remain historically high but have declined.  Hurricane Harvey affected 

the energy market data again this week; the effects should continue for several more weeks.   
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As the seasonal chart below shows, inventories did turn higher again this week, affected by the 

aforementioned hurricane.  We have started the inventory rebuild period sooner than normal this 

year.  Oil imports continue to recover, rising 0.7 mbpd, and domestic oil production rose by 

0.157 mbpd, adding supply to the market.  However, refinery capacity utilization jumped 5.5% 

to 83.2%, an increase in consumption of 1.0 mbpd.  If this refinery recovery continues, the rapid 

increase in oil stockpiles should begin to dissipate.  

  

 
      (Source: DOE, CIM) 
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Based on inventories alone, oil prices are undervalued with the fair value price of $50.02.  

Meanwhile, the EUR/WTI model generates a fair value of $67.10.  Together (which is a more 

sound methodology), fair value is $61.30, meaning that current prices are well below fair value.  
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If the Fed does continue to tighten policy and the dollar recovers, it will tend to undermine oil 

prices, although we would note that oil has been underperforming the dollar’s weakness.  Thus, 

the adverse impact of a stronger dollar on oil should not be material.   

 

OPEC meets: The cartel is scheduled to meet tomorrow and is considering extending production 

cuts well into next year.  Saudi Arabia has already announced it will delay its IPO of Saudi 

Aramco until 2019, likely because low oil prices will reduce the valuation of the company.  We 

expect the cartel to extend cuts, but would also anticipate less compliance as time passes. 

   

U.S. Economic Releases 

 

Initial jobless claims came in below expectations at 259k compared to the forecast of 302k 
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The chart above shows the four-week moving average for initial jobless claims.  The four-week 

moving average increased from 263.25 to 269.25.  The data will remain choppy for the next 

month or so due to disruptions caused by recent hurricanes. 

 

The Philadelphia Fed Business Outlook came in above expectations at 23.8 compared to the 

forecast of 17.1. 
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We smooth the data with a six-month average.  The current reading is at a new cycle high for the 

current expansion.  Although this is a sentiment number, it suggests strong confidence in the 

Philadelphia FRB district. 

 

The FHFA House Price Index came in below expectations, rising 0.2% from the prior month 

compared to the forecast rise of 0.4%.   

 

 
 

The chart above shows the year-over-year change in the FHFA House Price Index.  Housing 

prices have risen 6.25% from the prior year. 
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The table below shows the economic releases and Fed events scheduled for the rest of the day.  

 

EDT Indicator Expected Prior Rating

9:45 Bloomberg Consumer Comfort m/m sep 51.9 **

9:45 Bloomberg Economic Expectations m/m sep 54.0 **

10:00 Leading Index m/m aug 0.3% 0.3% **

12:00 Household Change in Net Worth m/m 2q $2.347 tn **

Economic Releases

No speakers or events scheduled

Fed speakers or events

 
 

Foreign Economic News 
 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis.  The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below.  Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators.  The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important.  We note that these ratings do 

change over time as economic circumstances change.  Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market.  

Red indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are 

following closely for possible complications and green indicates neutral conditions.  We will add 

a paragraph below if any development merits further explanation.  
 
Country Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

Japan All Industry Activity Index m/m aug -0.1% 0.4% -0.1% ** Equity and bond neutral

Supermarket Sales y/y aug -0.5% 0.0% ** Equity and bond neutral

Nationwide Department Sales y/y aug 2.0% -1.4% ** Equity and bond neutral

Tokyo Department Store Sales y/y aug 3.6% -0.9% ** Equity and bond neutral

New Zealand GDP y/y aug 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% *** Equity and bond neutral

Net Migration m/m aug 5490 5800 ** Equity and bond neutral

Credit Card Spending m/m aug 6.4% 7.2% ** Equity and bond neutral

EUROPE

UK Public Finance y/y aug 0.0 bn -3.9 bn ** Equity and bond neutral

Central Government NCR y/y aug 1.1 bn -6.9 bn ** Equity and bond neutral

Public Sector Net Borrowing y/y aug 5.1 bn -0.8 bn 6.4 bn * Equity bearish, bond bullish

PSNB ex Banking Groups m/m aug 5.7 bn -0.2 bn 7.1 bn * Equity bearish, bond bullish

Switzerland Trade Balance m/m aug 2.17 bn 3.51 bn ** Equity bearish, bond bullish

Exports Real m/m aug 2.8% -1.7% ** Equity and bond neutral

Imports Real m/m aug 3.0% -1.0% ** Equity and bond neutral  
 

Financial Markets 
 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis.  Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above.  We will add a paragraph below if 

a certain move merits further explanation. 
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Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 133 133 0 Up

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 101 102 -1 Neutral

TED spread (bps) 31 31 0 Neutral

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 118 117 1 Up

10-yr T-note (%) 2.28 2.27 0.01 Neutral

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) -33 -33 0 Down

EUR/USD 3-mo swap (bps) 25 25 0 Up

Currencies Direction

dollar down Down

euro up Up

yen down Neutral

pound down Neutral

franc down Neutral

Central Bank Action Prior Expected

FOMC Rate Decision Upper Bound 1.250% 1.250% 1.250% On forecast

FOMC Rate Decision Lower Bound 1.000% 1.000% 1.000% On forecast

Bank of Japan Policy Balance Rate -0.100% -0.100% -0.100% On forecast

Bank of Japan 10-Yr Yield Target 0.000% 0.000% 0.000% On forecast  
 

Commodity Markets 
 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 
 

Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $56.00 $56.29 -0.52% Bearish IEA report

WTI $50.40 $50.69 -0.57%

Natural Gas $3.08 $3.09 -0.45%

Crack Spread $19.69 $19.74 -0.24%

12-mo strip crack $19.45 $19.46 -0.07%

Ethanol rack $1.69 $1.69 -0.21%

Gold $1,294.13 $1,301.10 -0.54% Fed Expectations

Silver $16.96 $17.18 -1.32%

Copper contract $293.90 $296.90 -1.01%

Corn contract 349.25$       350.00$       -0.21%

Wheat contract 448.25$       449.75$       -0.33%

Soybeans contract 963.00$       970.00$       -0.72%

Baltic Dry Freight 1449 1415 34

Actual Expected Difference

Crude (mb) 4.6 3.0 1.6

Gasoline (mb) -2.1 -2.5 0.4

Distillates (mb) -5.7 -1.7 -4.0

Refinery run rates (%) 5.50% 5.00% 0.50%

Natural gas (bcf) 93.0

Shipping

Energy Markets

Metals

Grains

DOE inventory report

 
 

Weather 
 

The 6-10 and 8-14 day forecasts show cooler to normal temperatures for most of the country, 

with warmer to normal temps for the West Coast.  Tropical Storm Jose has moved up the 

Atlantic Ocean and is expected to make landfall on the East Coast by Friday.  Hurricane Maria 

has made landfall in the Dominican Republic and is expected to move into the Atlantic Ocean 

afterward.  At this time, Hurricane Maria is not a threat to the Gulf of Mexico.
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Asset Allocation Weekly Comment 
Confluence Investment Management offers various asset allocation products which are managed using 

“top down,” or macro, analysis.  We report asset allocation thoughts on a weekly basis, updating this 

section every Friday.  
 

September 15, 2017 
 

In our most recent asset allocation rebalancing, we added foreign allocations to our portfolios.  

Over the past few years, we had generally avoided allocations to non-U.S. markets in asset 

allocation portfolios due to two primary concerns.  First, the dollar had been appreciating as a 

result of an improving U.S. economy and policy divergences between the U.S. and the rest of the 

world.  The Federal Reserve was raising rates and tapering its balance sheet while the majority of 

other nations were still adding monetary stimulus.  Second, we have had secular concerns about 

the stability and attractiveness of foreign investing in a world where the U.S. is seemingly 

reducing its hegemonic role.   
 

We previously noted that the dollar was deeply undervalued on a purchasing power parity basis 

and vulnerable to depreciation.  The catalysts for dollar weakness appear to be coming from two 

sources.  First, the FOMC is moving very slowly to tighten policy while the rest of the world’s 

central banks are finally withdrawing policy stimulus.  Second, uncertainty surrounding 

American governance appears to be undermining investor confidence and leading to dollar 

selling.  In this week’s report, we wanted to update the valuation levels for the dollar against the 

yen, euro, Canadian dollar and British pound. 
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This chart shows four purchasing power parity models for the aforementioned currencies.  In all 

four cases, the dollar was trading “rich” by more than one standard error, and nearly two 

standard errors from parity in two cases.  Over the past two months, three of the four currencies 

have begun to appreciate and are indicating some modest improvement in valuation.  However, 

these models all suggest that the dollar is still overvalued and thus, even with the recent 

depreciation, the greenback is still overvalued.   Hence, the narrative that a weaker dollar should 

support further gains in overseas assets remains viable.  If history is any guide, we are still in the 

early stages of a dollar reversal that should remain in place for the foreseeable future.  

 

At the same time, the secular concerns about the impact of the withdrawal of U.S. hegemony will 

likely be a bearish factor for overseas investments.  For now, we expect the dollar’s weakness to 

overshadow concerns over global stability.  But, as some point, possibly in the next couple of 

years, the dollar will be closer to fair value and the case for foreign investment will be more 

difficult to justify.   

  
 

 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  Information provided in this report is for educational and illustrative purposes only 

and should not be construed as individualized investment advice or a recommendation.  The investment or strategy discussed may not be 

suitable for all investors.  Investors must make their own decisions based on their specific investment objectives and financial 

circumstances.  Opinions expressed are current as of the date shown and are subject to change.  
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Data Section 

 

U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 9/20/2017 close) 
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(Source: Bloomberg) 

 

These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return.  Sectors are ranked by total return; green 

indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in black. 

 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 9/20/2017 close) 
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Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD and 

local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond (iShares 

iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 Year 

Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Bloomberg total return Commodity Index). 

This chart shows the year-to-date returns 

for various asset classes, updated daily.  

The asset classes are ranked by total 

return (including dividends), with green 

indicating positive and red indicating 

negative returns from the beginning of the 

year, as of prior close. 

 

Asset classes are defined as follows: 

Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap 

(S&P 400 Index), Small Cap (Russell 

2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI 

EAFE (USD and local currency) Index), 
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P/E Update 
 

September 21, 2017 
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P/E as of 9/20/2017 = 20.5x

 
 

Based on our methodology,1 the current P/E is 20.5x, up 0.1x from last week.   
 
 
 
This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the authors. It is based 
upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward looking statements expressed are subject to 
change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 

                                                 
1 The above chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context.  We are using a 
specific measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data.  We use 
an adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988.  For the current quarter, we 
use the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-quarter earnings 
sum includes three actual quarters (Q4, Q1 and Q2) and one estimates (Q3).  We take the S&P average for the 
quarter and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E.  This methodology isn’t perfect 
(it will tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth the data 
and avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process).  Why this process?  
Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a very long-term dataset for P/E 
ratios. 


